**Bench Marks (BM)**

(NGVD 29 datum)

1. MN DNR Lake Sarah Bench mark.  
   Description: Found 20/18 for Gage Run use with prior permission. 3/8" x 8" spike, 1' above the ground in the lakeward side of a 2.2' silver maple, approx 100' from waters edge and 40' lakeward of SE corner of private residence. N side of Sarah Lake, of 6275 N Shore Dr, Greenfield.  
   Elevation = 985.42
   Set Rail Road Spike in the South face of 6" Boxelder tree, located 70' +/- West of the western edge of concrete cable overflow structure.  
   Elevation = 982.74

**General Notes**

1. Survey coordinate and bearing basis: Hennepin County Coordinates
2. No indication of wetland delineation by a qualified wetland specialist has been located or observed on site.
3. At the time field work was performed for this survey, the ground was frozen and ice had formed on the edges of the waterway. There was frozen debris on East and West edges of the cabled concrete overflow structure. Physical features were located to the best of our ability, but there may be additional features that were not visible and, therefore, not shown hereon.

**Utility Note:**

The subsurface utility information in the plan is utility level quality “D” unless otherwise noted. The quality level was determined according to the guidelines of CI/ASCE38-02, entitled “Standard Guidelines for the Collection and Depiction of Existing Subsurface Utility Data.”

The location and type of private utilities shown on the drawings are for general information only. Three Rivers Park District does not warrant this information to be accurate or complete. The contractor in cooperation with the appropriate private utility company is responsible to verify the location and depth of all underground utilities.

**Warning:**

Required by law, contractor shall call Gopher State One Call before digging.
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